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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of road traffic
congestion detection. We propose an effective approach to detect
traffic congestion by combining the piecewise switched linear
traffic (PWSL) and Shewhart control scheme. This approach
uses PWSL model to describe the evolution of traffic density, and
Shewhart chart to detect traffic congestions based on residuals
obtained from PWSL model. The PWSL-Shewhart approach is
evaluated using traffic data from the four-lane State Route 60
(SR-60) freeway in California. Results indicate that our approach
accomplished reliable detection of traffic congestion.
Keywords—Traffic density, macroscopic modelling, CTM,
PWSL model, monitoring chart.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Intelligent transportation systems becomes a vital element
in the development of our society [1]. Road traffic congestion
is among the most growing areas of concern for many countries [2], [3]. Traffic congestion management and monitoring
in public road networks and highways are becoming increasingly important factors for economic growth of countries [4].
Accordingly, reliable detection of traffic congestion plays a
key role in improving traffic safety and comfort of driving [5],
[6]. In this paper, the focus will be on the detection of traffic
congestion using a statistical method.
Flexible and accurate modeling of road traffic is important
to enhance road traffic monitoring. Recently, there has been
much discussion on road traffic modeling in the literature [4]–
[6]. Microscopic and macroscopic approaches are two main
categories in traffic modeling framework [7]–[9]. Microscopic
models are mainly focusing on the individual comportment
of vehicles. While macroscopic models are based on the
hydrodynamic theory for capturing the traffic dynamics as
continues flow. Generally speaking, macroscopic models use
a reduced number of parameters compared to microscopic
approaches, which lead to less computational complexity and
time consuming [7]. This paper is within the macroscopic
modeling framework. Specifically, we focus on the cell transmission model (CTM), which is a discretized version of
the first order macroscopic model [8]. Here, the piecewise
switched linear model (PWSL), which is an enhanced version
of CTM [9] will be used as a modeling framework. The main
benefit of the PWSL model is its capability and flexibility to

be modular for several configurations of road portions with
various numbers of cells and junctions.
With the increasing needs for traffic monitoring and supervision, various techniques aimed at detecting road traffic congestion have been proposed including multi-layer feed forward
neural network [10], Markov model and back propagation
neural network [11], probability neural network, constructive
probability neural network [12], [13] and support vector machine [14]. These machine learning methods require high
computational training time, which makes them less attractive
for online application. Many other interesting approaches
for traffic monitoring were discussed in the literature, for a
more complete discussion on traffic modeling and monitoring
approaches see [4]–[6]. While several fault detection techniques have been proposed for traffic monitoring [15], [16],
statistical monitoring schemes have not been widely exploited
for monitoring of traffic congestion until recently [17]–[19].
In this paper, an efficient detection strategy to monitor traffic
congestion is presented. This strategy combines the benefits of
both the PWSL modeling and Shewhart monitoring chart. In
fact, the PWSL model is used to capture traffic dynamics and
describe traffic flow evolution. Then, we verify the residuals
the PWSL model using the Shewhart scheme for checking
the traffic state (i.e., congested or free traffic). We applied the
proposed PWSL-Shewhart approach to real traffic data from
a portion of the SR60-E highway in California. Results show
the capability of this approach to reveal the presence of road
traffic congestion.
The following section briefly reviews the macroscopic traffic
modeling and the improved piecewise macroscopic traffic
model. Section III briefly describe the proposed PWSLShewhart approach. In Section IV, the performances of the
proposed method are illustrated through real data. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.
II. P IECEWISE S WITCHED L INEAR M ACROSCOPIC
T RAFFIC M ODEL
The cell transmission model (CTM) is one of the most used
traffic models in the literature [8]. It is a first order discretized
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macroscopic traffic model, which considers the road section
as successive segments or cells of length ∆xi (Fig. 1).

where s = {1, . . . , 2N } indicates the mode of the system,
T
ρ (k) = [ρ1 (k) , . . . , ρN (k)] is the density state vector,
T
u (k) = [qin (k) , qON,2 (k) , . . . , qON,N −1 (k) , qout (k)] is
the entering flow vector (input, output and on-ramp flow),
T
QM = [QM,1 , . . . , QM,N ] is the maximal flow vector, ρj =
[ρj,1 , . . . , ρj,N ] the jam density vector, y (k) is the system
output and (ρ (k) , u (k) , QM , ρj ) ∈ RN ×1 , As ∈ RN ×N , Bs
∈ RN ×N , Ds ∈ RN ×N and c ∈ R2×N are known matrices.
For more details about the PWSL model see [9].
III. PWSL-S HEWHART CONGESTION MONITORING
MECHANISM

Fig. 1. Illustration of the spatial road segmentation.

(1)

To develop an efficient congestion detection procedure, we
have mixed the PWSL model with Shewhart scheme. Shewhart
chart (termed also three-sigma rule) has been proposed by
Walter Shewhart [20]. Shewhart charts are suitable in detecting
large mean shifts [21], [22].

where, the flow qi (k) in each cell i is obtained as follows:


wi
qi (k) = min ni−1 (k) , QM,i ,
(nj,i − ni (k)) , (2)
vf,i

In a Shewhart chart, a sequence of samples xi are plotted
against time [20]. Upper and lower control limits (UCL, LCL),
for the samples are established as following:

The dynamics of vehicle numbers in each cell i (occupancy)
is expressed by:
ni (k + 1) = ni (k) + ∆T (qi (k) − qi+1 (k)) ,

where nj,i is the capacity of the cell i.
The macroscopic model’s parameters can be represented by
the fundamental diagram FD (Figure 2), which is the empirical
curve of the relationship flow-density. These parameters are:
free flow speed vf,i , critical density ρc,i , maximal flow,
congested wave speed wi and jam density ρj,i (see Figure 2).

U CL, LCL = µ0 ± 3σ0 ,
where µ0 is the process mean and σ0 is the standard deviation
of the congestion-free data. If PWLS residuals are outside the
control limits, a signal of congestion is flagged.
In the proposed procedure, we applied Shewhart chart to
PWSL residuals, e, which are the difference between the
measured (ρ) and the predicted (ρ̂) densities, to detect possible
traffic congestions (see Figure 3). PWSL residuals are close to
zero in normal traffic and deviate significantly from zero under
congested situations. When the PWSL residuals overpass the
control limits of the Shewhart chart, we declare an abnormal
traffic situation.

Fig. 2. Illustration of fundamental diagram triangular form.

To solve the CTM nonlinearity and for more realistic
representation of traffic density, an extended and enhanced
version called the Piecewise Switched Linear (PWSL) model
is introduced in [9]. It is a hybrid dynamic system of 2 × N
normal modes that obtained by the piecewise linearization
of the CTM model according to the both of upstream and
downstream directions of wave congestion propagation. The
general representation of the PWSL is given as:
ρ (k + 1) = As ρ (k) + Bs u (k) + Ds

(3)

Ds = Bjam,s ρj + BQ,s QM

(4)

y (k) = cρ (k)

(5)

Fig. 3. Illustration of PWSL-Shewhart monitoring mechanism.

IV. S IMULATION RESULTS
A. Data description
To verify the performance of the proposed congestion
detection procedure, we consider data from a highway portion
of 1.73 miles stretch of SR60, which is a four-lane highway
from the east of California (Fig. 4). Respecting the CourantFriedrichs-Lewy conditions (∆T vf,i ≤ ∆xi ), the selected portion has been partitioned into four cells. Each cell has equipped
with a vehicle detector stations (VDS), which provides traffic
data.

Fig. 4. The studied SR60-W highway portion.

Data calibration or fundamental diagram identification is a
necessary step for each macroscopic model validation [23].
In which, we applied the calibration methodology proposed
in [9], [24] on the considered road portion. Then, we identified
the triangular fundamental diagram form for each cell and we
estimated the PWSL model parameters for each cell.

Fig. 5. Measured and PWSL predicted traffic density from SR60 dataset,
June 23, 2012.

B. Model validation
The constructed PWSL model is fitted to the free flow data
training dataset from four different cells, and the goodness of
fit is shown in Figure 5(a)-(d). From Figure 5, we can see that
the four time series (cell 01, cell 02, cell 03 and cell 04) are
well-adjusted by the constructed models.
Furthermore, to illustrate the quality of the PWSL-based
models selected, the scatter plot of measured vehicle density
data versus predicted values of the constructed PWSL models
are presented in Figure 6. According to such a figure, it is clear
that the measured data are well-fitted by the PWSL model.

Fig. 6. Scatter plots of the measured and the PWSL predicted traffic density
from SR60 dataset.

To further evaluate the accuracy of the constructed PWSL
model, three numerical criteria were employed: R2 , the mean
absolute percent error (MAPE) and the root mean square
error (RMSE) (Table I). Table I shows that the PWSL model
describes appropriately the traffic density.
TABLE I
Q UALITY OF THE PWSL MODEL WHEN APPLIED TO DATA FROM F IGURE 5.

2) Scenario with intermittent congestions: In the second
scenario, we inject into the testing data a bias of amplitude
3% of the total variation in the testing data between samples
1600 and 1800, and a bias of 10% from sample 3000 to
sample 3500. The monitoring results of the Shewhart chart
based on unfiltered residuals are demonstrated in Figure 9.
From Figure 9, it can be seen that the Shewhart chart is
capable of detecting these moderate abnormal congestion but
with some missed detections. Figure 10 shows that PWSLShewhart approach provides better performance when it is
applied to filtered residuals.
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Fig. 9. PWSL-Shewhart procedure with the unfiltered residuals, scenario with
an intermittent congestion.
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To assess the performance of PWSL-Shewhart approach,
three case studies are presented here.
1) Scenario with abrupt congestions: Here, we evaluate
the proposed approach in the case of road traffic with abrupt
congestion. The abrupt congestion is simulated by adding a
small constant deviation between samples 1600 and 1800.
The magnitude of the deviation is equal to 10% of the total
variation in the raw data. This could represent an incident
such as stalled cars, road repairs, overturned vehicles, and
bad weather. Results of PWSL-Shewhart approach based on
unfiltered are desplayed in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows that the
PWSL-Shewhart is able to detect the congestion, but with
several false alarms.
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Fig. 10. PWSL-Shewhart chart with the smoothed residuals, scenario with
an intermittent congestion.
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Fig. 7. PWSL-Shewhart procedure with the unfiltered residuals, scenario with
an abrupt congestion.

The performance of PWSL-Shewhart approach can be improved by using filtered residuals via the wavelet-based filter
(Figure 8). We can see from Figure 8 that the number of false
alarms is reduced by using the filtered residuals.

3) Scenario with gradual congestions: The aim of the third
scenario is to evaluate the potential of the proposed PWSLShewhart chart to detect gradual congestion. Here, a slow
increase with a slope of 0.01 was added to the simulated test
data starting at sample number 3000. Figure 11 shows that the
Shewhart chart statistic, when applied to the unfiltered data,
exceeds the control limit after the occurrence of congestion at
sample number 3042, but with several false alarms.
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Fig. 8. PWSL-Shewhart procedure with the filtered residuals, scenario with
an abrupt congestion.
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Fig. 11. PWSL-Shewhart procedure with the unfiltered residuals, scenario
with a gradual congestion.

The Shewhart chart when applied to the smoothed residuals
detect this gradual congestion with fewer false alarms (Figure 12). These results also show that applying the proposed
approach on pre-filtered residuals slightly enhanced its detection ability by reducing the number of false alarms.
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Fig. 12. PWSL-Shewhart procedure with the smoothed residuals, scenario
with a gradual congestion.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a flexible statistical procedure for
supervising traffic congestions. We used PWSL model to
describe the traffic density dynamics, and Shewhart control
chart to detect abnormal traffic congestions. Indeed, Shewhart
chart is applied to the residuals obtained from the PWSL
model to take a decision about road traffic state (i.e., congested
or free traffic). We validated the PWSL-Shewhart approach
via real data from SR-60 California highway. Results show
the ability of the PWSL-Shewhart approach in detecting road
traffic congestion.
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